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Paul Foley

From: Robert Dias [robert.dias@rmdelectric.com]
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2016 10:14 PM
To: Paul Foley
Subject: Kuehn's Way
Attachments: state_rd_accident.jpg

Good evening Paul, 
 
Thanks for taking the time to speak with me regarding the Island Housing Trust's project planned for my 
neighborhood, Kuehn's Way. Per your recommendation I'm emailing you with my contact information to be 
notified of any public meetings regarding this development. I would also like to request that the Martha's Vineyard 
Commission require that the Island Housing Trust be required to start the permitting/review process from the 
beginning and not allowed to modify an existing permit from another failed project from 10 years ago. This 
makes little sense for several reasons, they are a different organization, the last time this project was reviewed 
by the commission was 10 years ago and the project and its scope has changed significantly. Additional, as you 
mentioned today the existing permit extension is set to expire this coming November and the likely hood that 
the IHT will have "started substantial construction by then " is unlikely.  
     The project layout, design, location, street access, number of bedrooms, apartments, cars and septic plans 
have all changed. The entire project that was reviewed for 8.4 acres is now consolidated in a 4 acre building 
envelope with 10 duplexes clustered and mostly connected together.  
 
>The street access is now closer to Deer Hill Rd. which greatly increases the potential for additional traffic 
accidents on State Rd., where a great number of accidents already happen each year. I should know, I almost get 
t-boned every time I pull out of Deer Hill Rd. (see attached) This happened RIGHT in front of my house and 
year after year its the same. One more MAJOR REASON why this project DOES NOT WORK IN OUR 
NEIGHBORHOOD! 
 
>The number of bedrooms of the south end of the parcel was permitted and reviewed at was 29 bedrooms and 
the number the IHT is proposing now is 40?! WAY TO MUCH DENSITY FOR A 4 ACRE PARCEL OF 
LAND! 
 
>The number of residents that the IHT is proposing is 30 adults and 20 children and 40 parking spaces yet in 
their own project "sales pitch pamphlet" they say this on one page and on another they say that the Dukes 
County Regional Housing Authority polices limit two persons per bed room and no more than one registered, 
insured and inspected vehicle per tenant. How do these numbers add up? This would mean we could have up to 
80 people living in these rental apartments with 80 cars!  
 
>The number of bedrooms they are attempting to put in is also significantly more than what our neighborhood 
is zoned for, R50. Even though they are a 40B project what they are asking a small 4 acre building envelope and 
our wells to endure is ABSURD! The amount of parking they are accommodating is 40. That is 15 cars less 
than up island Cronig's Market! And using the 2 people per bedroom limit the Dukes County Regional Housing 
Authority polices allow that would be a ludicrous amount of traffic entering and exiting this "village" not to 
mention the massive septic sewage plume that HAS BEEN PROVEN TO RESULT AND MIGRATE NORTH 
EAST subjecting my well, 75' away AND my neighbors to all the toxins from this development would 
produce.  
 
>THIS PROJECT REGARDLESS OF ITS PURPOSE should not have ever been considered if only considering 
a few of these points. It without a doubt DOES NOT WORK IN OUR NEIGHBORHOOD. As the Vineyard 
Conservation Association so eloquently put the first IHT meeting. This type of project should be located in an 
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area with an existing town infrastructure, located near shopping with town water and septic. Not in an rural area 
that offers none of these things.  
 
Again, I would urge the MVC to require the IHT to start the application process all over again.  
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
--  
Sincerely, 
Robert M. Dias  
Licensed Electrician 
MA License # 51730 
 
office. (508) 693.4181 
cell. (774) 563.4055 
email. Robert.Dias@RMDElectric.com 
website. RMDElectric.com 
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